Change Design of a Single Slide

- If you are in power point you can change the design of a single slide.
- To first change the design of a slide you must go to the Format tab and go down to slide design.
- Once you have clicked on slide design then you have several options to choose from.
These are the several choices you can choose from.
To make it only for a single slide you must click the down arrow next to the template.
The down arrow will give you several choices such as, Apply to all slides, Apply to selected slide, Use for all new presentations, or Show large previews.
Click on Apply to selected slide and it will only apply to that one certain slide that you elected to have that template design.

Why Change the Style of a Single Slide?

It is good to change the style of a single slide, if you have different themes for your presentation. It also lets your presentation be more creative with all the different templates that you can use. Also, it makes the presentation not as boring seeing the same slide over and over again.